
Madison Brookshire, About 11 Minutes  
16mm, color, sound; 10 minutes, 51 seconds; 2014. 
 
In writing this note, I have struggled to find a balance between, on the one hand, 
an openness and transparency that will allow someone not already predisposed 
to like this sort of thing enough information to be able to access the work and, on 
the other, a starker, shorter description more in keeping with the aesthetic of the 
film itself. 
 
For instance, how anecdotal should I be? Should I tell you that my first notes on 
making a gray film go back over five years? That when I was making the Color 
Series, the color timer at the lab put in a control strip of gray before the film that I 
found so beautiful I noted down how he made it (36-36-36) so that I could return 
to it later? That in late 2010, sleep-deprived, addled, and writing in my notebook 
on a plane back from Toronto, I dedicated my earliest version of the gray film to 
both Agnes Martin and David Gatten? That it took months if not years to find the 
right form? Or that in the end, it was seeing Marcia Hafif’s monochrome paintings 
at The Hammer that gave me the courage (as John Cage once said of Robert 
Rauschenberg’s White Paintings) to go through with it?  
 
With a work that relies on so little, there is always the danger of overwhelming it. 
For this reason, choosing a title was difficult as well. If I named it after its 
duration, 10’51”, it would be forever (perhaps unproductively) tethered to Cage’s 
4’33”, which is certainly an influence, but neither the most immediate nor 
important one. It would also imply that duration, and not the material itself, was 
primary. I had been careful to avoid this with the Color Series, taking pains to 
emphasize its materiality and object-ness as equal in importance to its 
appearance on screen (and in the mind). Over time, I arrived at the conclusion 
that since this was a sound film and sound implies (or compels) a certain speed 
(24 frames per second) that this was in fact more of a duration than a material. 
And so, one decision down: not to call it 390 Feet + 25 Frames, or 15,625 
Frames, or 15,625.*  
 
And anyway, a gray film with such a prosaic title would also be misleadingly and 
unproductively associated with the endlessly intolerable, often bitter discourse 
around Minimalism, wouldn’t it? I decided that humor was my line of flight: when 
asked what the movie was called, I could say “About 11 minutes.” How long? 
“About 11 minutes.” What’s it about? “11 minutes.” And since it was jazzed up—
that is, compared to the Color Series—with sound (sound!), I would call it a 
musical. This could allude to its close ties to post-Cagean composition and audio-
visual performance (Young, Warhol, Conrad, Ono…) without hitting anyone over 
the head.  
 
“About 11 Minutes. A musical.” 



 
But by itself, that seemed a little coy. So I tried this on for a while: “About 11 
minutes. A musical made of 15,625 frames of continuous material analyzed and 
interpreted by a machine to produce both light and sound.” Not very sexy, 
though, is it? It’s alright, but it doesn’t really explain anything more than the 
filmographic information alone would, except that it is cheekier. I suppose that is 
something.  
 
Should I mention this film is part of a larger body of work including performances, 
compositions, drawings, and tapes, that all came about at once last summer and 
went headlong into, on the one hand, ideas about frequency, duration, and 
pattern making up matter, experience, and identity and, on the other, an interest 
in stasis, in things that were not nearly the same, but exactly the same 
throughout, and would therefore reveal how radically different each moment is 
from the next? † But that is actually something of a misstatement in that it implies 
that time is fragmented, discontinuous, and discrete. Instead, I was interested in 
creating—in order to experience—flat hunks of unchanging material (vibrations—
color, sound) that allow access to a deep experience of time and the perception 
of time as a material itself, continuously morphing from present to present while 
also running away in contiguous rivulets all reflecting and affecting one another, 
multiple as a river is multiple even as it moves as one.  
 
By which I mean, I wanted to make movies that you did not just watch, music that 
you did not listen to, but felt and understood and thereby came to know 
something useful, true, and beautiful about the world. 
 
Maybe I should just say this: I wanted to make a film that takes place over time, 
yet is complete at every moment. That is, it needs the pressure of time in order to 
be experienced, but does not move through time.‡ Instead, it simply remains, 
which puts the film entirely in the perception of the viewer and her ever-evolving 
relationship to the image, conditioned by her physiological response to perceiving 
an unchanging field of color, her intellectual response to this stimulus, and the 
social aspect of viewing such a film with other people. It is an object of attention 
that demands no interpretation, but about and because of which one can have 
many attitudes, thoughts, and feelings.§ Therefore, a variety of experiences are 
available. 
 
Or maybe just this: The sound is the same as the color. Both are interpretations 
of a material by a machine. It is a musical without spectacle. 
 
Or this: It simply is, and we simply are. 

—MB, 2015 
                                                
* Several times now I have mentioned how long the film is without explaining why it is as long as it is. 
Perhaps it is not necessary to know. In the spirit of transparency I mention above, however, I will attempt 



                                                                                                                                            
to explain my process. In a work such as this, it is important to me not to make any decisions arbitrarily. I 
consider these choices to be ethical as well as aesthetic. After years of experimenting with different 
structures in my notebook, I eventually settled upon the defining feature of the work: the fact that, unlike 
the Color Series, the timing lamps at the lab that produce the color would not change in intensity over time. 
Because the color is unchanging, the question of length became an important one and the solution took a 
long time to discover. Ultimately, I decided to multiply the value of the intensity of the lamps together 
(25x25x25) to get a number (15,625). But what did it represent? Too big to be minutes (over 260 hours) or 
seconds (over four hours) or feet (over seven hours), I settled on frames. This made it about as long as 
Morgan Fisher’s Phi Phenomenon, which uses the format of a 400 foot roll of 16mm film to determine 
duration.** For a variety of reasons, this pleased me very much. 
† “If repetition exists, it expresses at once a singularity opposed to the general, a universality opposed to the 
particular, a distinctive opposed to the ordinary, an instantaneity opposed to variation and an eternity 
opposed to permanence. In every respect, repetition is a transgression. It puts law into question, it 
denounces its nominal or general character in favour of a more profound and more artistic reality.” 
Deleuze, Gilles. Difference and Repetition, p. 2-3. 1968. Trans. Paul Patton. New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1994. 
‡ “It’s true, of course, that ‘time’ passes while music is being played and while it is being listened to. But in 
non-timeline music (the drone) the time passing is not ‘attached to’ the playing or the hearing. Time passes 
in the consciousness of the listener according to internal or external markers. … Non-timeline music makes 
no attempts to keep the attention of the listener. It exists apart from the attention of the listener. The listener 
is free to come and go. … When the listener is away, the music exists anyway.” Ashley, Robert. 
“Variations on the Drone. A Non-Timeline Concept,” Outside of Time: Ideas About Music, p. 18-20 Koln: 
Edition MusikTexte, 2009. 
§ “Sensation, feelings, volitions, ideas—such are the changes into which my existence is divided and which 
colour it in turns. I change, then, without ceasing. But this is not saying enough. Change is far more radical 
than we are at first inclined to suppose.  
“For I speak of each of my states as if they formed a block and were a separate whole. … Nevertheless, a 
slight effort of attention would reveal to me that there is no feeling, no idea, no volition, which is not 
undergoing change every moment: if a mental state ceased to vary, its duration would cease to flow. Let us 
take the most stable of internal states, the visual perception of a static object. The object may remain the 
same, I may look at it from the same side, at the same angle, in the same light; nevertheless the vision I 
now have of it differs from that which I have just had, even if only because the one is an instant older than 
the other. My memory is there, which conveys something of the past into the present. My mental state, as it 
advances on the road of time, is continually swelling with the duration it accumulates: it goes on 
increasing—rolling upon itself, as a snowball on the snow. … The truth is that we change without ceasing, 
and that the state itself is nothing but change.” Henri Bergson, Creative Evolution, p. 1-2. Trans. Arthur 
Mitchell. Mineola: Dover Publications Inc., 1998. 
** Because of Phi Phenomenon—which according to Fisher is “a single static close-up, bilaterally 
symmetrical about both axes, show[ing] an ordinary electric classroom clock without a second hand 
running in regular fashion”—I knew that a deep experience of time was possible even within a relatively 
short duration. Phi Phenomenon allows us to access the qualities of time and attention Robert Ashley 
ascribes to non-timeline music.‡ 


